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What they care about in the internet age 
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Vehicle data 

Launch vehicle network idea 

Based on strong automotive technology, transmit huge vehicle 
data into application for car life. To meet the demands  from 
owners  include safety, economy, environmental protection, 
justice, convenient, to create a safe and happy car life platform . 



Ecological chain 

Enlarge application range   

Focus on private car owners 

Based on auto repair service 

Network operator, TSP, insurance,   
Designated driver, auto fleet, auto accessory 

Map service：car location（
LBS）,driving recorder, RT 
traffic； 
Car life：friends circle, car life 
sharing, interaction. 

Driving safety: fault 
alert、safety remind、
driving behavior； 
Car life：onboard WIFI 
、IM; 

vehicle inspection、 
RT remote diagnostic 

Our vehicle network-golo 

This platform is base on IM 



is base on golo IM All communication 



golo1 golo3 

Launch mobile smart terminal 
which used on platform  

Economic, 
portable 
professional 
diagnosis tools 

X431 iDiag X-431 PRO 

Bring maintenance 
into mobile internet 
era 

safe and comfortable  
driving with golo 

Bluetooth 
3G+GPS+WIFI 



Instant  Message 





Car maintenance 



Vehicel inspection 

Automatic detection  

Of all electronic  

control systems: 

 

-Fault code reading 

-Data flow reading 
 

Engine system 
AT system 

ABS system SRS system 

Full system 
detection  

Rapid detection  



Request the remote 

diagnosis 

Remote diagnosis: 

 
•Read the fault code 

Read data stream 

•Erase fault code 

implement 

remote diagnosis 

golo 

Pro 
Initiate the diagnostic conditions: 

 
•A good mobile phone network  

•Open the ignition switch 

•The vehicle not in the running state 

iDiag 

golo1 golo3 

Remote 
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Information 
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•Launch company will establish a strict and authoritative expert circle 

•Technicians can get all kinds of technical advice, information query and remote diagnosis 

service through the cloud car expert 

•To improve the efficiency of  repair enterprises,business growth. 

 Facing global  technician circle 



Driving safety 



Golo collecting car’s data, actively remind when the car is abnormal. 

abnormal remind 



汽车生活 



Onboard：WCDMA mode, 100 feet coverage, stable signal when car speed 80km/h, 

maximum 8 people on line same time，down speed 21.6Mbps，up speed 5.6Mbps， 

Easy：WIFI password default storage, small size, without power adapter, insert to use 

directly 

Onboard WIFI 



Traffice sharing 

Car location Search nearby 

Journey recorder  Geo-fence 
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friends circle 

communication and sharing 



Launch 

powerful  ecology chain 



1995年 
Creative 

LE100  

1998年 
Integration 

431 ME电眼睛  

2002年 
Open 

X-431 超级电眼睛  

2010年 
Communication 

X-431 3G/GDS   

2013年 
Internet 

X431 iDiag  

ADC2000 

X-431 GX3 

X-431 Pad 

X-431 Diagun 

X-431 Heavy-Duty 

X-431 PRO  

Launch product user reach 50,000 in this 20 years 



golo vehicle cloud platform 
Ecology chain 
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